Both language and genes evolve by transmission over generations with opportunity for differential replication of forms 1 . The understanding that gene frequencies change at random by genetic drift, even in the absence of natural selection, was a seminal advance in evolutionary biology 2 . Stochastic drift must also occur in language as a result of randomness in how linguistic forms are copied between speakers 3,4 . Here we quantify the strength of selection relative to stochastic drift in language evolution. We use time series derived from large corpora of annotated texts dating from the 12th to 21st centuries to analyse three well-known grammatical changes in English: the regularization of past-tense verbs 5-9 , the introduction of the periphrastic 'do' 10 , and variation in verbal negation 11 . We reject stochastic drift in favour of selection in some cases but not in others. In particular, we infer selection towards the irregular forms of some past-tense verbs, which is likely driven by changing frequencies of rhyming patterns over time. We show that stochastic drift is stronger for rare words, which may explain why rare forms are more prone to replacement than common ones 6,9,12 . This work provides a method for testing selective theories of language change against a null model and reveals an underappreciated role for stochasticity in language Code Availability Source code is available online at
evolution.
There is a rich history of exchange between linguistics and evolutionary biology [13] [14] [15] . Linguists have uncovered notable regularities in language change by examining which new forms enter a language and which forms are lost 9, 11, 13, 16 . Massive digital corpora 7, 17 now provide precise frequency time series of one form replacing another, which enable us to quantify evolutionary forces in language change using methods drawn from population genetics.
Language change involves competition between alternative linguistic forms (such as 'sneaked' versus 'snuck') that may differ according to sound, morphology, or syntactic structure 1, 6, 12, [18] [19] [20] . With every utterance, a speaker either invents a new form or uses one copied from other speakers. Forces that bias a speaker towards adopting one form instead of another have been documented in detail 21 ; examples include phonological analogy 9, 22 , over-emphasis 11, 23 , and a host of other social and cognitive factors 18, 24 . Any such bias in copying constitutes a form of selection in language evolution 14 . Explanations for language change, in which one linguistic form increases in frequency and eventually replaces an alternative form over the course of generations, uniformly invoke selective mechanisms 19, 25 . However, the frequencies of alternative variants can change markedly even without bias towards one form or another, as a result of stochastic drift: randomness in the set of forms that each speaker happens to encounter and reproduce ( Fig. 1) .
To determine the importance of directional forces we must first assess whether an observed language change is consistent with stochasticity in propagation alone.
Drift is recognized as an important null hypothesis in population genetics 26 and cultural evolution 1, 27 . More recently, linguists have suggested the use of null models for language change. Several models, including neutral evolution 28, 29 , have been proposed 3 and some changes (such as new dialect formation) have been attributed to stochastic drift 30 . However, methods to analyse drift versus selection in available linguistic data have not yet been developed.
Here we systematically quantify the contributions of drift and selection to three well-known grammatical changes in English: the development of the morphological past tense in contemporary American English 5,31 (spilt → spilled); the rise of the periphrastic 'do' in Early Modern English 10 ('You say not' → 'You do not say'); and Jespersen's cycle of sentential negation in Middle English 11 ('Ic ne secge' → 'I ne seye not' → 'I say not'). Our analyses draw on annotated texts that range in time from the Norman conquest of England to the 21st century. In each case, we test whether observed linguistic changes are consistent with stochastic drift or must involve directional forces. We compare the frequencies of alternative linguistic variants over time to predictions under the Wright-Fisher model of neutral stochastic drift. This model was first introduced in population genetics 2 but it has also been derived as a null model of linguistic change under Bayesian learning 4 , in which the inverse of the population size parameter N governs the amount of stochasticity in transmission and thus the strength of drift.
We analysed the evolution of past-tense verb conjugation by collecting verb tokens from the Corpus of Historical American English 17 . This corpus comprises more than four hundred million words, tagged for part of speech, from over one hundred thousand texts dated between the years 1810 and 2009. From all tokens tagged as having the simple past tense, we selected those lemmas with two past-tense variants that each occurred at least 50 times in the corpus (Supplementary Information section 1.4). This produced 704,081 tokens, which provide frequency time series for the regular versus irregular forms of 36 polymorphic verbs (Fig. 2) . These verbs range from the very rare ('wed' , one in two million) to common ('know' , one in two thousand). For each time series we computed a two-sided P value for rejecting neutral stochastic drift by the frequency increment test 32 (FIT, see Supplementary Information section 1.2). We also inferred the most likely population size (N) and selection coefficient (s) in favour of one linguistic variant over another (Extended Data 19, 25 . This example illustrates the need to test hypotheses against a null model to definitively infer the presence of selective forces in language change 29 .
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We conclude that selection is driving changes in past-tense conjugation for six of the polymorphic verbs, each with nominal P < 0.05. In four of these cases selection favours the irregular variant (lighted → lit, waked → woke, sneaked → snuck, dived → dove); the two remaining cases exhibit regularization (wove → weaved, smelt → smelled). The false-discovery rate among these six verbs is 30% (Fig. 2b ). Furthermore, we note that the distribution of all FIT P values is non-uniform (Kolmogorov-Smirnov P = 0.002, Fig. 2b ), which confirms that selection is operating on some of the polymorphic verbs.
Selection for regularization comes as no surprise; prevailing linguistic theory predicts regularization 5,9 for reasons of economy or cognitive ease 5, 33, 34 . Trends towards past-tense regularization have previously been observed, especially for rare words over long timescales from Old to Modern English 6,7,9 . We identify cases of incipient regularization (such as wove → weaved), in which the regular variant is in the minority at present but is predicted by our analysis to eventually replace the irregular form.
Selection for irregularization is more mysterious, although several cases have been noted 7, 16, 31 . In Modern English, we find that irregularization is as common as regularization ( Fig. 2) . One possible explanation involves rhyming. Psychological studies have found speakers willing to copy or invent irregular variants (such as spling/splung 22 ) that rhyme with existing irregular verbs 35 . Our analysis of 'dived' versus 'dove' as the past-tense conjugation of 'dive' reveals selection for dive/ dove, which coincides with a marked increase in the use of the irregular verb drive/drove in the corpus, associated with the invention of cars in the 20th century. More generally, in all eleven cases (light, dive, quit, tell, leap, build, kneel, know, throw, knit and grow; see Extended Data Fig. 1 , Extended Data Table 2 , and Supplementary Information section 1.5) the inferred selection coefficient (s) favours the irregular variant of a polymorphic past-tense verb if similar-sounding irregular verbs are on the rise in the corpus. For example, selection for quitted → quit coincides with the increased use of the irregular verbs hit/hit and split/split (Fig. 2c ). The frequency of 'split' increased nearly fourfold over the past century, as split acquired an additional meaning (to leave or depart). Thus, a semantic change in one irregular verb (split) may have induced selection for irregularization in another, semantically unrelated verb (quit) that shares the same present/past rhyming pattern.
Selection towards an irregular variant can also occur when similar-sounding irregular verbs are on the decline, as in the case of wedded → wed (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Our inference of selection for wedded → wed is notable because it contradicts previous work that predicted the regularization of wed → wedded on the basis of longterm trends 6 .
Drift alone is sufficient, however, to explain the observed changes for the majority of verbs we analysed in Modern English (Extended Data Table 1 , FIT P values). These include verbs previously described as undergoing regularization, such as spilt → spilled and burnt → burned 7, 31 . Failure to reject neutrality in these cases does not imply that selection is entirely absent. For example, there is probably some selection for knitted → knit due to rhyming, as with quitted → quit (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Nonetheless, the inferred strength of selection for 'knit' is too weak relative to drift to affect its dynamics: | Ns| = 1.67 for 'knit' (FIT P = 0.76) in contrast to | Ns| = 30.51 for 'lit' (FIT P = 0.003) (Extended Data Table 1 ). Even with some amount of selection, if drift is strong enough the dynamics are indistinguishable from neutral 2 .
Among the verbs with dynamics dominated by drift, the strength of drift correlates inversely with the overall frequency of the verb in the corpus (Fig. 2) . This result implies that common words should exhibit less variability over time than rare words, a phenomenon that has been observed in a number of empirical studies 6, 9, 12 and previously attributed to stronger purifying selection against novel variants of common words 12 . Our analysis provides an alternative and complementary explanation for faster rates of replacement in rare words: whether under selection or not, rare words experience more stochasticity in transmission. Our explanation further predicts that for rare words the replacement of one form by another is more likely to occur by random chance, whereas such substitutions in common words are more likely to be caused by selection.
Next we analysed the rise of do-support in Early Modern English 10 , as the auxiliary verb 'do' came to express the tense of a sentence. Over the course of centuries, for example, 'You say not' became 'You do not say' and 'Say you?' became 'Do you say?' . We collected instances of potential do-support from the Penn Parsed Corpora of Historical English ( Supplementary Information section 1.6 ). This dataset includes roughly seven million syntactically parsed words from 1,220 texts of British English, and it offers a much larger time series than those used in previous work 10 . We extracted 20,729 instances of potential do-support in the context of affirmative questions, negative questions, negative declaratives, and negative imperatives. Table 1 ). The regular form is favoured in two of these cases and the irregular form in the remaining four cases. Ten more verbs (solid grey lines), of which four are regularizing, are significant at specificity 1− α = 0.8 with false-discovery rate = 45%. b, The distribution of nominal FIT P values is non-uniform (Kolmogorov-Smirnov P = 0.002), which confirms that some verbs experience selection. c, Changing use of rhyming patterns may drive selection for irregular forms, such as quitted → quit, for which irregularization coincides with the increasing use of the irregular verbs 'hit' , 'slit' , and 'split' (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). d, Among the remaining 20 verbs most consistent with neutrality (a, dashed grey lines), the log inferred population size (assuming s = 0) correlates with log token count in the corpus (Pearson's r = 0.66, P = 0.002).
We find that the rise of the periphrastic 'do' was more rapid in negative declarative and imperative statements, for which we reject drift (FIT P = 0.005 and P = 0.003, respectively), than it was in affirmative questions, for which we fail to reject drift (FIT P = 0.18, Fig. 3) . Do-support also appears to rise rapidly in negative questions, although in this case the force of drift is strongest (Extended Data Table 3 ) and so we fail to reject drift (FIT P = 0.27, Fig. 3 ) despite sufficient power ( Supplementary Information section 1.6 ). We might expect that selection for an auxiliary verb would operate equally in all grammatical contexts 19 , and yet the extensive parsed corpora do not support this hypothesis. Our analysis suggests an alternative scenario: the periphrastic 'do' first drifted by chance to high frequency in questions, which then induced a directional bias towards 'do' in declarative and imperative statements for reasons of grammatical consistency or cognitive ease.
Finally, we studied the evolution of syntactic verbal negation from the 12th to the 16th centuries, using 5,475 negative declaratives extracted from the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English. We observe pre-verbal negation (for example, Old English 'Ic ne secge') giving way to embracing bipartite negation (Middle English 'I ne seye not') and then finally to post-verbal negation (Early Modern English 'I say not'), in a pattern known as Jespersen's cycle 11 . For both transitions that form this cycle, we reject neutral drift (FIT P < 0.05, Fig. 4 ). This provides statistical support for longstanding hypotheses that changes in verbal negation are driven by directional forces, such as phonetic weakening 11 , or a tendency for speakers to over-use more emphatic forms of negation 11, 23 that then lose emphasis as they become dominant 23, 36 . Although directionality in Jespersen's cycle was first recognized by comparing multiple languages 11 , we reach the same conclusion by analysing changes in English alone.
Methods drawn from phylogenetics have enabled researchers to infer the relationships among divergent languages 12, [37] [38] [39] [40] . By contrast, the study of how a language changes over short timescales has not taken full advantage of statistical inference. Yet changes within a language must be the origin of differentiation between languages 41 . Combining massive digital corpora with time series inference techniques from population genetics now allows us to disentangle distinct forces that drive language evolution. How exactly individual-level cognitive processes in a language learner 5, 11, 19, 33, 34 produce population-level phenomena, such as drift and selection 42 , remains a topic for future research.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. The frequency of 'do' as an auxiliary verb first rose in the context of interrogative sentences (grey). However, we cannot reject drift for either affirmative interrogatives (FIT P = 0.18) or negative interrogatives (FIT P = 0.27). Subsequently, do-support rose rapidly in negative declarative and negative imperative sentences, where we detect selection (FIT P = 0.005 and P = 0.003, respectively). Dotted lines plot the logistic curve with slope determined by the maximum-likelihood selection coefficient inferred in each grammatical context (Extended Data Table 3 ).
These results suggest do-support rose by chance through drift in interrogative statements, setting the stage for directional evolution of do-support in other grammatical contexts. 
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